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Second, our marketing team will use the full spectrum of crypto marketing 
tools, such as raids, dex tools,Poocoin ads trending dex, in concert with 

already-established influence in multiple social media
networks. Our network access expands beyond typical starting channels due 

to the strong
network the leadership brings to the marketing plan, and aggressive expansion 

of campaigns will
commence as market cap goals and game development succeed. Finally, 

where other tokens stop at these remote sources of influence, we will expand
promotion efforts to real-world ads and banners to create interest and 

engagement and draw
users into the GANG DOGE crypto-gaming metaverse that is being developed 

around the token.
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DISCLAIMER GANGDOGE, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps 
("GDOGE") as presented in this conceptual paper is not a

licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any
jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is

intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning ofthe same terms in a
regulated and financial environment. GANGDOGE is a decentralized and community-driven project and does not have 

owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other figures or entities exerting any
form of governance. GANG DOGE smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent

and non-modifiable in any way. GANG DOGE token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions
and is not and cannot be considered to be a "security" or otherwise regulated token of any kind. The user hereby 

acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent risk in accessing, acquiring
or using any kind of blockchain and cryptosystem, token, platform, software or interface, and
further disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly

involved with GANG DOGE, for any damage suffered.

Disclaimer



WALLET INFORMATION

BSCSCAN

https://bscscan.com/token/0x14841D8386Fb8A48466d1eF77C 
F413Dead6a7Df3#balances

NETWORK BINANCE SMART CHAIN (BEP20)

GANGDOGE (GDOGE)

0x14841D8386Fb8A48466d1eF77CF413Dead6a7Df3

CONTRACT ADDRESS

DECIMALS 18

TOTAL SUPPLY 25,000,000 

https://bscscan.com/address/0x14841D8386Fb8A48466d1eF77CF413Dead6a7Df3

